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ABSTRACT 

 

Digital transaction platforms now intermediate a large number of transactions between end-customers 

and independent sellers and service providers in many parts of the economy. In retail, for example, 

Amazon.com now intermediates transactions between end-customers and hundreds of thousands of 

independent sellers worldwide, while Etsy.com connects artists, crafters, and collectors with buyers 

of a large range of niche and rare products. The growing popularity of digital transaction platforms, 

therefore, has significant implications for retail, marketing and distribution scholars as the existing 

interaction patterns in the value-chain are increasingly replaced by new digital intermediaries. The 

purpose of this review is, therefore, to examine, through an extensive and rigorous review of research 

on digital transaction platforms in marketing journals, what we know and what opportunities lie ahead 

to expand the theoretical and empirical understanding of digital transaction platforms. The review 

shows that despite increasing multi-disciplinary and managerial interest towards digital transaction 

platforms, they remain largely unexplored in marketing journals, and the existing research and 

theorizing attempts remain fragmented. Therefore, there are many opportunities for marketing, retail 

and distribution scholars to, for example, collaborate with industry and practitioners in order to gain 

new perspectives and access to novel data sources, and for example, meet the emerging funding 

requirements of many universities and governmental funding agencies for multi-disciplinary research 

on digital markets and digital business models.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The recent decade has seen increasing academic and managerial interest towards digital transaction 

platforms as the ‘platform revolution’ (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary 2016) has led to the rise 

of platform-based business models in a number of industries. This has invited large multi-disciplinary 

interest into digital transaction platforms and multi-sided markets. In retail, digital transaction 

platforms have reconfigured the business logic from the sale of products and services directly to end-

customers, to the intermediation of exchanges between suppliers and end-customers through an 

online digital interface (e.g., Hänninen, Mitronen and Kwan, 2019). For example, Alibaba.com, a 

digital transaction platform, that connects millions of independent Chinese sellers and Western brands 
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with end-customers worldwide, is on course to bypass Walmart as the largest retailer in the world by 

2020, with a gross merchandise value (GMV, value of all transaction intermediated) of over $800 

billion (e.g. Alibaba Group, 2019).  On the other hand, Amazon.com, which follows a hybrid model 

in which half of its sales come from independent sellers through the Amazon Marketplace, now 

accounts for around 50% of all online shopping in the US (e.g. eMarketer, 2018).   

 

As digitalization has created new mediums for the exchange of products, services and information 

(e.g., Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014), scholars have aimed to understand the emerging business 

models in addition to theorizing about their implications on marketplace behavior (e.g., Perren and 

Kozinets 2018). Especially digital transaction platforms have received widespread interest, as they 

have, for example, contributed to the rise of the gig, collaborative and sharing economy (e.g., Burtch, 

Carnahan and Greenwood 2018; Belk 2014) and access-based services (e.g., Schaefers et al. 2016, 

4). As such, through the popularity of digital transaction platforms, the buyers and sellers of different 

types of products and services can now interact more effectively (e.g., Caldieraro et al. 2018). For 

example, customers can now bypass the retailer and the incumbent interaction patterns in the value-

chain, by participating in digital transaction platforms and forming virtual value-chains (e.g. Kahn, 

Inman and Verhoef, 2018). As a result, today online communities, such as social media platforms 

like Facebook, enable users to form social ties with other users and share information, ideas and 

interests (e.g., Park et al. 2018), while online marketplaces, such as Amazon.com, connect buyers and 

sellers together across borders (e.g., Fang et al. 2015).  

 

While for both customers and suppliers’ digital transaction platforms provide new transaction and 

interaction opportunities, they also have fundamental implications for retailers and marketers as 

incumbent channels in the retail and marketing mix are being replaced by digital alternatives 

(Kannan, 2017). However, despite the significant implications of digital transaction platforms for 

marketing, retail and distribution, digital transaction platforms have only received limited attention 

in marketing journals, and there is yet potential to develop this still ‘nascent’ (Sriram et al. 2014, 143) 

and ‘limited’ (Perren and Kozinets 2018, 21) field of literature, for example, in order to come up with 

a viable research agenda. As one exception, Sriram et al. (2015) provide a review of the multi-

disciplinary research on digital transaction platforms and encourage marketing scholars to make more 

substantive and methodological advances in this field, by (i) finding empirical support for the existing 

theoretical advances, (ii) taking advantage of the new possible data streams digital transaction 

platforms provide, and (iii) developing new methods and techniques to study digital transaction 



 
 

 

platforms. This call for research, however, does not consider how marketing scholars can grasp the 

more large-scale implications of digital transaction platforms and build theoretical insights.  

 

Adopting the definition of McIntyre and Srinivasan (2017, 141), in this review digital transaction 

platforms are defined as platforms that intermediate ‘transactions among firms and/or individuals 

that may not be able to transact otherwise’. Accordingly, the purpose of this review is to understand 

how the disruption digital transaction platforms bring to marketing, retail and distribution is reflected 

in research published in marketing journals. Research on digital transaction platforms is therefore 

reviewed in order to take a snapshot of what we know and what opportunities lie ahead to expand 

theoretical and empirical understanding of digital transaction platforms.  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the conceptual background and definitions for 

digital transaction platforms are presented. Second, the methodology of the review, including a 

description and justification of article extractions are presented. Finally, the results, limitations, and 

conclusions of the study are presented together with a discussion of future research possibilities. 

 

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 

 

The power of digital transaction platforms compared to the incumbent interaction patterns in the 

value-chain comes from their ability to harness a large group of multi-sided users and the value of 

the interactions that the platform intermediates between these distinct user groups (Gawer and 

Cusumano 2014). Uber and Airbnb have for example radically transformed the transportation and 

accommodation industries respectively, by lowering the entry barriers for becoming a service 

provider (e.g., Burtch, Carnahan and Greenwood 2018; Kuhn and Maleki 2017), as a digital 

transaction platform now intermediates transactions and ensures quality between end-users and third-

party service providers. As a result of the disruption brought by digital transaction platforms, scholars 

have become interested in understanding how firms organize around them (e.g., Jacobides, Cennamo 

and Gawer 2018).  

 

Digital transaction platforms are transforming the economy, by ‘resetting entry barriers’ and 

‘changing the logic of value creation and value capture’ (Kenney and Zysman 2016, 66). For 

example, by not being related to or under the control of any one retailer (Hall and Towers 2017), the 

network of participants on digital transaction platforms is more important than the features or 

attributes of any single product or service whose exchange it intermediates (Perks et al. 2017). As 



 
 

 

transactions between retailers, suppliers and end-customers increasingly take place via digital 

transaction platforms, Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2018, 19) for example argue that through the 

‘technological revolution’, the primary offering of many firms are now digitized artifacts, where 

value is created through a combination of ‘artifacts, persons, processes and interfaces’ rather than 

any physical products or services per se.  

 

In retail, as digital transaction platforms like Alibaba or Amazon.com own little, if any, fixed, 

physical assets, their earnings are usually based on commissions from the exchanges that they 

intermediate between the platform’s users (e.g., Hänninen, Mitronen and Kwan, 2019). In addition, 

digital transaction platforms use the data about these exchanges to, for example, personalize the 

platforms offering (Khan 2017). Network effects (Parker and Van Alstyne 2005) mean that a large 

number of users on one side of a digital transaction platform, for example suppliers, will usually lead 

to a large number of users on the other side of the platform, meaning that digital transaction platforms 

often enter a self-reinforcing cycle where each new user on the platform makes the platform even 

more dominant, as new user enables the platform to accumulate more data about their behavior 

(Tiwana 2014).  

 

As the platform-based business model has transformed how suppliers and end-customers interact, 

also marketing scholars have acknowledged the significance of digital transaction platforms and their 

relevance to marketing theory (Mathmann et al. 2017). Thus, several studies in marketing journals 

have confirmed the potential of digital transaction platforms and multi-sided markets to reorganize 

industrial structures and competitive dynamics, for example, in the retail (e.g., Hänninen, Mitronen 

and Kwan, 2019), media (e.g., Kanuri, Mantrala and Thorson 2017), accommodation (e.g., Zervas, 

Proserpio and Byers 2017) and music industries (e.g., Datta, Knox and Bronnenberg 2018). 

According to Bharadwaj et al. (2013, 472), this is due to digital transaction platforms and advances 

in information technology shaping business into something that is ‘modular, distributed, cross-

functional and global.’ However, despite the broad interest into the disruptive elements of digital 

transaction platforms in marketing journals, most research is still focused on defining the basic 

properties of digital transaction platforms and multi-sided markets, for example in terms of their 

economic and competitive implications (Sriram et al. 2015). This plenitude of interest towards digital 

transaction platforms has prompted diverse streams of research into them. McIntyre and Srinivasan 

(2017) for example, distinguish between the different streams of  platform research and describe them 

as (i) industrial economics, (ii) technology management and (iii) strategy, focusing on questions such 

as the existence of direct and indirect network effects, how platforms attract third-party sponsors, and 



 
 

 

how platforms may receive and maintain competitive advantage, respectively. From these, marketing 

scholars have focused primarily on the latter, seeking to understand the business models of 

‘trnansaction’ platforms which facilitate transactions between buyers and sellers (Sriram et al. 2015), 

and also the nature of these digital transaction platforms in terms of their network structure (Chu and 

Manchanda 2016), and the strategic and tactical choices related to their use (Jiang, Jerath and 

Srinivasan 2011). 

 

Digital transaction platforms are identified to have significant implications on marketing theory, for 

example, in areas such as customer behavior (e.g., Park et al. 2018; Chakravarty, Kumar and Grewal 

2014) and firm performance (e.g., Mathmann et al. 2017; Chu and Manchanda 2016). In marketing 

literature, digital transaction platforms are found to now intermediate the transactions of different 

types of products and services between customers (C2C), businesses (B2B) and a combination of 

them (B2C). However, regardless of the type of transactions intermediated by the platform, digital 

transaction platforms, and multi-sided markets share similar characteristics. For example, Perren and 

Kozinets (2018, 248) argue that although lateral exchange markets (LEM) include activities popularly 

defined as the ‘sharing economy’, they also fit the more general platform definition by facilitating 

‘technologically intermediated exchanges between the members of a network of buyers and sellers’. 

Perren and Kozinets (2018) classify ‘LEM’ markets into four categories: (i) forums, (ii) enablers, (iii) 

matchmakers and (iv) hubs, which include platforms that enable the buying, selling, renting, trading, 

bartering and swapping of products and services. In another recent paper, Crittenden, Crittenden and 

Crittenden (2017) apply the Evans and Gawer (2016) categorization of (i) transaction platforms, (ii) 

innovation platforms, (iii) integrated platforms, and (iv) investment platforms, to argue that the new 

exchange and transaction opportunities intermediated by digital transaction platforms and multi-sided 

markets have significant marketing and retail implications due to the heightened customer 

expectations they entail.   

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Article extraction 

 

Step 1: Inclusion 

 

The initial search of articles was based on the keyword ‘platform’ in Elsevier’s SCOPUS database, 

the largest global database of peer-reviewed academic literature. The database was scanned for the 



 
 

 

‘platform’ keyword in the abstract, title and keyword list of articles included in the database and 

published in peer-reviewed English language journals belonging to the business, management, and 

accounting subject area. The first step in article extraction generated 7,784 results for the ‘platform’ 

keyword. Inclusion criteria were specified to systematize the search and review, as listed below: 

 

Inclusion criteria (Step 1):  

IC1. Include studies found using the keyword “platform” 

IC2. Include studies published before December 2018 

IC3. Include journal articles published in English language 

IC4. Include journal articles 

IC5. Include articles in the business, management and accounting subject area 

 

Step 2: Exclusion 

 

First, the results were narrowed down to only include journals within the marketing discipline. The 

2018 ABS Journal Guide published by the Chartered Association of Business Schools was consulted 

in order to only included studies published in marketing journals. The ABS Journal Guide is a guide 

to the range and quality of journals in which business and management academics publish their 

research and is used by many universities worldwide as a benchmark to assess the achievements of 

academic faculty, for example, when making tenure decisions. Articles published in one of the 70 

journals ranked and listed as part of the marketing discipline in the 2018 ABS Journal Guide were 

included for further analysis. The second step in article extraction generated 525 articles published in 

marketing journals ranked and listed in the 2018 ABS Journal Guide. 

 

Second, full texts of the published articles were then examined by the author to exclude those that are not 

associated with digital transaction platforms as per their research focus or the McIntyre and Srinivasan 

(2017) definition of digital transaction platforms. In addition, studies published in the past 20 years (between 

1999 and 2018) were examined in order to filter out ambiguous and irrelevant uses of the ‘platform’ 

construct as per the scope of this review. For example, due to the lack of the ‘transaction’ aspect of the 

McIntyre and Srinivasan (2017) definition,  studies focusing on social media platforms (e.g., Barcelos et al. 



 
 

 

2018) and online virtual communities (e.g., Baka 2007) were excluded from further analysis. Exclusion 

criteria (step 2) were specified in order to systematize the search and review, as listed below: 

 

Exclusion criteria (Step 2): 

EC1. Exclude studies not published in marketing journals ranked in the 2018 ABS journal guide 

EC2.  Exclude studies on the basis of relevance  

EC3. Exclude the duplicate studies with matching titles and/or Digital Object Identifier (DOI) 

EC4. Exclude studies published before 1999. In the current study, 1999 is used as the cut-off because using a 

longer period might not yield any more relevant studies) 

 

Step 3: Final set 

 

This final step in article extraction generated 51 articles published between 2011 and 2018, and in 21 

different marketing journals ranked in the 2018 ABS Journal Guide (see Appendix for a full list of 

articles included in the final set including descriptive information about each study). To ensure that 

only the most relevant studies are selected, the articles found using the search syntax and laid down 

review protocol were analyzed in depth through content analysis of abstracts and full papers. 

Thereafter, the short-listed articles were classified, organized and analyzed The analysis of the 479 

articles was repeated by the author using the same review protocol, and no further articles were found 

and included in the final set. The review process was iterative, and articles were critically evaluated 

against the inclusion and exclusion criteria throughout the search and analysis process.   

 

Data analysis 

 

The selected articles from 21 marketing journals were then analyzed through a comprehensive 

classification framework focusing on broad thematic, theoretical and methodological dimensions. As 

per the notions of content analysis, this framework enabled to ‘examine communication 

systematically’ (Abbott and McKinney 2013, 316), and provide an in-depth understanding of the 

focus of the research (Shapiro and Markoff 1997). The thematic dimension was denoted by the type 

of digital transaction platform studied and theoretical focus. The theoretical dimension was denoted 

by the definition of a digital transaction platform, and the theoretical contribution. In addition, the 



 
 

 

methodological dimension was denoted by research design, which enabled to understand the research 

designs and empirical data used to study digital transaction platforms. The framework was enacted 

through a comprehensive coding scheme, including coding variables that were coded through reading 

the full text of the 51 articles.  

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Place Figure 1 about here 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the literature review. The review demonstrates that the keyword 

‘platform’ has become a buzzword in marketing journals that is used by numerous scholars. However, 

many articles that include the keyword do not, in fact, focus on digital transaction platforms as per 

the scope of this review. Thus, several unrelated uses of the term ‘platform’ were found. For example, 

platforms are often used to refer to, for example in advertising, media and product innovation contexts 

to, more or less, ‘unique scientific principles’ (Sood and Tellis 2011, 340), ‘on which firms 

manufacture products to service customers in a particular market’, without the transactional element 

of the McIntyre and Srinivasan (2017) definition. The excessive use of the ‘platform’ keyword to 

refer to other platforms than digital transaction platforms and multi-sided markets, largely explains 

the vast number of articles excluded during the second step of the analysis. The following section 

discusses the results of the analysis. 

 

FINDINGS 

 

This section provides an analysis of the 51 journal articles identified through the article extraction, 

with regard to broad thematic, theoretical and methodological dimensions. 

 

Thematic dimensions 

 

Types of digital transaction platforms studied 

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   

Place Table 1 about here  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 



 
 

 

By definition, digital transaction platforms intermediate transactions between at least two distinct 

groups of users. As a result of the increasing multi-disciplinary interest towards digital transaction 

platforms (e.g., McIntyre and Srinivasan 2017), digital transaction platforms were found to have been 

studied from different perspectives also in marketing journals. The studied platforms mediate 

exchanges between customers (C2C), businesses (B2B) and a combination of them (B2C). Table 1 

describes these research streams in more detail. About three fifths, 55% (n=28) of the articles focus 

on B2C platforms, 28% (n=31) on C2C platforms and 14% (n=7) on B2B platforms, with authors 

employing explicitly stated theories, conceptual frameworks or theoretical models to study one of 

these types of digital transaction platforms.  

 

B2C digital transaction platforms are defined to intermediate transactions between customers and 

businesses for a wide range of products and services. Research on B2C platforms has been motivated 

by digital transaction platforms such as Amazon.com, iTunes and Google Play becoming dominant in 

their respective industries (Mathmann et al. 2017). For example, Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2018) 

argue that as a result of digitalization and the technological revolution, most offerings to customers 

can now be described as ‘interactive platforms’. Examples of research on B2C platforms include 

Lacan and Desmet (2017) who study a crowdfunding platform, Landsman and Stremech (2011) who 

study digital transaction platforms in the video game industry and Jiang, Jerath, and Srinivasan (2011) 

who study Amazon.com and the asymmetric information between Amazon and the third-party 

suppliers. Some B2C platforms include elements of both B2B and C2C. For example, online group 

buying, and daily-deal platforms meet the definition of a B2C platform (Chiu et al. 2018; Ieva, De 

Canio, and Ziliani, 2018; Song et al. 2016), by mediating transactions between both customers and 

the suppliers that offer deals via the platform. On the other hand, crowdfunding and microfinance 

platforms are somewhat of an exception as they have generated research from both a B2C and C2C 

perspective, with Caldieraro et al. (2018), Bollinger and Yao (2018) and Maier (2016) studying such 

platforms from a B2C perspective, while Lacan and Desmet (2017) and Komarova and Gonzalez 

(2015) study such platforms from a C2C perspective.  

 

C2C digital transaction platforms are defined to intermediate transactions between customers, by 

providing a medium for end-customer to transact electronically with one another (Saarijärvi, Joensuu, 

Rintamäki and Yrjölä 2018). The increasing number of C2C platforms has led to the adoption of the 

popularly used terms ‘sharing economy’ (e.g., Belk 2014), peer-to-peer markets (Proserpio, Xu and 

Zervas, 2018) and ‘access-based services’ (e.g., Schaefers et al. 2016), which refer to digital 

transaction platforms through which customers can exchange different types of products and services 



 
 

 

with other customers either for free or for a payment of some sort. Examples of research on C2C 

platforms include Caldieraro et al. (2018) who study a peer-to-peer lending market, the Lending Club, 

Zervas, Proserpio and Byers (2017) who study the impact of Airbnb on the hotel and accommodation 

industry in Texas and Yrjölä et al. (2017) who study customer motivations for using C2C platforms. 

Some research extends the definition of C2C platforms to also include social communities (e.g., Park 

et al. 2018; Qu et al. 2013; Seraj et al. 2012), as online social communities emphasize the social ties 

between individuals using a digital transaction platform. On the other hand, Perren and Kozinets 

(2018, 20) adopt their own definition for C2C platforms, describing them as ‘social platforms’ that 

intermediate transactions between customers, with ‘social platforms’ forming markets where the 

exchanges take place between ‘equivalently positioned economic actors’. While social media 

platforms fall out of the scope of this review due to the lack of the ‘transact’ part of the McIntyre and 

Srinivasan (2017) definition, some researchers have on the other hand studied the social and 

communal elements of C2C platforms, including the relationship between online reviews and seller 

quality (Zhang, Luo and Li 2012), the role of trust in the use of C2C platforms (Mittendorf 2018), the 

use of Facebook as a C2C platform (Saarijärvi, Joensuu, Rintamäki and Yrjölä, 2018), and the drivers 

for engaging in C2C transactions via social media platforms such as Instagram (Yahia, Al-Neama 

and Kerbache 2018). 

 

B2B digital transactions are defined as business-to-business electronic markets that intermediate 

transactions between businesses. Examples include Li, Li and Wang (2018) who focus on the 

incentive strategies of sellers using a large B2B electronic platform marketplace, Perks et al. (2017) 

who focus on value platforms built around and evolved through the joint actions of the network 

members using the platform and Muzellec, Ronteau and Lambkin (2015) who study the business 

model evolution of digital transaction platforms from a B2C to a B2B focus.. In addition, digital 

transaction platforms such as platforms in the media industry (Kanuri, Mantrala and Thorson 2017; 

Sridhar et al. 2011) fall into this category, as these digital transaction platforms also include two 

distinct user groups: readers and advertisers, and the studies focus on understanding how to maximize 

their revenue from both sides of users.   

 

Theoretical focus 

 

The theoretical focus captures the primary theories, conceptual frameworks or theoretical models that 

have been applied in each article to motivate and guide the research. The 51 articles include several 

different theoretical focus areas, including advertising, assortments, budgeting, business models, 



 
 

 

customer orientation, decision-making, matchmaking, multihoming, practice theory, pricing, return 

behavior, risk transfer, signaling, trust, and value creation. From these different theoretical focus 

areas, the majority of articles, 88% (n=45), focus on micro-level theorizing, such as the implications 

of digital transaction platforms on specific marketing theories, and 12% (n=6) on the more macro-

level implications of digital transaction platforms. 

 

Micro-level studies on digital transaction platforms focus on understanding questions such as the 

customer profiles of users of C2C platforms (Saarijärvi, Joensuu, Rintamäki and Yrjölä, 2018), 

business strategies of digital transaction platforms (Kabakova, Plaksenkov and Korovkin 2016), 

attitudes towards digital transaction platforms (Lacan and Desmet 2017), and topics such as 

information asymmetry (Caldieraro et al. 2018), signaling (Jiang, Jerath and Srinivasan 2011), 

marketing budgeting (Sridhar et al. 2011), and customer orientation (Chakravarty, Kumar and Grewal 

2014). Studies such as Kaushik et al. (2018), Thakur (2018) and Zhang, Luo and Li (2012) focus on 

the social aspects of digital transaction platforms, online reviews, and study their effect on sales 

performance, customer engagement and their reliability as an indicator of seller quality, respectively. 

All of these articles have provided incremental advances to increasing understanding of the impact 

of digital transaction platforms on different aspects of marketing theory. From these multihoming, 

signaling, information transmission and pricing have also received multi-disciplinary interest in other 

disciplines (e.g., Sriram et al. 2015), for example, from an economics and competition perspective. 

On the other hand, studies on the business model lifecycle of digital transaction platforms, marketing 

budgeting, and customer orientation represent more traditional marketing related research areas, 

which the authors now study in a digital transaction platform context. Interestingly, topics such as 

industry transformation have only received limited research, even though, besides the studies on 

Airbnb and the hotel and accommodation sector by Proserpio and Zervas (2018) and Zervas, 

Proserpio and Byers (2017), platforms have become dominant in numerous other industrial settings 

as well (e.g. Mathman et al. 2017). 

 

Macro-level studies seek to theorize about the implications of digital transaction platforms on, for 

example, incumbent marketing and sales channels. Examples include Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2018) 

who theorize about the larger implications that the technological revolution has on the offering of 

firms and Perren and Kozinets (2018) who propose a framework for understanding different types of 

‘LEM’. Besides these examples, other studies have taken a macro-level perspective through a review 

of prior literature, with Sriram et al. (2015) seeking to understand the overall state of digital 

transaction platform research, and others, like Alt and Klein (2011) and Hall and Towers (2017), 



 
 

 

acknowledging that digital transaction platforms play a major role as one factor that is causing major 

changes for retailers. Furthermore, for example, Barnes and Pressey (2012, 167) argue that the 

‘virtual worlds’ intermediated by digital transaction platforms are becoming increasingly important 

channels through which firms can communicate with both their current and potential customers. 

 

Summary 

 

The review shows that marketing scholars have focused primarily on studying B2C platforms rather 

than digital transaction platforms that mediate either C2C or B2B relationships. However, despite a 

smaller absolute number of studies, research on C2C platforms focuses on more macro-level thematic 

issues, while research on B2C and B2B platforms have received advances on more micro-level 

thematic issues. For example, as an example of a macro-level thematic study, Perren and Kozinets 

(2018, 21) argue that C2C platforms often form ‘LEM’ in which technological intermediated 

exchanges take place between customers, or in their words ‘actors occupying equivalent network 

positions’. This increased macro-level thematic interest amongst marketing scholars on C2C 

platforms is motivated by these platforms emerging as alternatives to incumbent marketing and retail 

channels, with individual customers now becoming the suppliers of several types of products and 

services, for example by participating in sharing economy platforms like Airbnb and Upwork.  

 

Theoretical dimensions  

 

Definition of platforms  

 

The review identified several definitions for digital transaction platforms, a sample of which are 

shown in table 2. These definitions draw, for example, on Rochet and Tirole (2006), to describe digital 

transaction platforms as multi-sided or two-sided markets, that enable the interaction of two, or more, 

sides of distinct groups of users. Unanimous to most of these definitions is that digital transaction 

platforms are ‘complex information technology systems’ that are open to both customers and partners 

(Kabakova, Plaksenkov and Korovkin  2016, 1106), with the platform acting as a ‘central 

intermediary’ (Lacan and Desmet 2017, 472) for intermediating transactions between platform users 

(Perren and Kozinets 2018). Out of the 51 articles, 45% (N=23) include a specific definition for digital 

transaction platforms.  

 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   



 
 

 

Place Table 2 about here  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 

The most common definition of digital transaction platforms defines them as multi-sided or two-

sided, regardless of the type of transaction (B2C, C2C, or B2B) intermediated by the platform. The 

common denominator of these studies is that digital transaction platforms are comprised of two 

distinct and interdependent groups of users, i.e. buyers and sellers (e.g., Muzellec, Ronteau and 

Lambkin 2015), and the platform acts as an intermediary between these distinct groups of users 

(Albuquerque 2012). Examples of these definitions include Sridhar et al. (2011, 929-930) who argue 

that an inherent characteristic of digital transaction platforms is that they intermediate interactions 

between ‘two or more different groups of customers’, more specifically, ‘two or more distinct groups 

of customers interested in different offerings of the platform’, Crittenden, Crittenden and Crittenden 

(2017) who argue that digital transaction platforms are a distribution channel of their own and 

Chakravarty, Kumar and Grewal (2014, 1) who argue that the interaction between two or more sides 

of users as a condition for value generation makes digital transaction platforms ‘distinct from 

traditional B2B relationships’. Chakravarty, Kumar and Grewal (2014) use the example of Ford to 

support their argument, as Ford’s suppliers have traditionally not been viewed as its customers or 

required to interact with its end-customers, while for digital transaction platforms this duality would 

be natural as each distinct group of users is a customer and the platform owner seeks to maximize the 

value of each side of platform users. As a result, digital transaction platforms need to simultaneously 

attract both sides of users to the platform (Fang et al. 2015), and the decisions taken by one set of 

agents will likely have an effect on the other ‘via direct and/or indirect externalities’ (Sriram et al. 

2015, 142). On the other hand, for example, Proserpio, Xu and Zervas (2018) argue that critical to 

the definition of digital transaction platforms is that they entail the close interaction of buyers and 

sellers.  

  

Besides two-sided markets, a wide range of other definitions were also found in the articles, for 

example, defining digital transaction platforms as a business model (n=2), social community (n=2), 

and interactive platform (n=1). Examples of these definitions include Jiang, Jerath, and Srinivasan 

(2011, 761) who define digital transaction platforms as a business model, with the business model of 

platforms like Amazon.com, found to extend outside the core platform to a ‘plethora of products and 

services’ that are being turned into platforms, Park et al. (2018, 93) who argue that online 

communities can be defined as digital transaction platforms as they are dominant platforms ‘for 

individuals to form social ties with other users and share information, ideas, and interests’, and 



 
 

 

Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2018, 19) who argue that central to digitalized networked arrangements, 

such as digital transaction platforms, is the ‘interactional creation of value’. In addition, alternative 

definitions were also offered to describe multi-sided or two-sided markets. Mathmann et al. (2017, 

212) for example, define digital transaction platforms as digital intermediaries that ‘enable economic 

transactions between two sets of agents, such as retailers and customers’.   

 

Theoretical contribution 

 

The theoretical contribution considers the extent to which research seeks to expand existing 

knowledge in a given field (e.g., Whetten 1989). For empirical articles, the theoretical contribution 

can be generally categorized as theory testing or theory building, in other words, whether a study 

seeks to primarily test an existing theory or build new theory respectively. On the other hand, the 

contribution of review articles and other conceptual advances can be labeled as exploratory, as they 

aim to create an understanding for topics that have not yet received much theoretical interest, and 

thus seek to explore rather than theorize (e.g., Stebbins 2001). In marketing journals, theory testing 

accounted for about two-thirds (n=36) of the research on digital transaction platforms, while 

exploratory and theory building articles each about one-sixth (n=7 and n= 8 respectively). 

 

First, theory testing articles seek to contribute to research through the use of empirical observations 

to test theoretical propositions. For example, articles following a theory testing approach build their 

hypotheses on existing theory, and then test these hypotheses with one or more empirical observations 

(e.g., Colquitt and Zapata-Phelan 2007). In marketing journals, theory testing articles on digital 

transaction platforms primarily derive their hypotheses from marketing theory and test them on 

empirical data from a B2C, C2C or B2B platform. Examples include Caldieraro et al. (2018) who 

study signaling in the context of a crowdfunding platform, Guyader (2018) who applies practice 

theory to study different usage patterns of ridesharing services, Park et al. (2018) who study the role 

of networks in customer spending, and Landsman and Stremerch (2011) who study multi-homing in 

the video-game industry. While theory testing studies primarily ground their hypothesis on marketing 

theory, the theoretical aim can also be to illustrate the impact of a contextual phenomenon as is the 

case with Zervas, Proserpio and Byers (2017), as well as Proserpio, Xu, and Zervas (2018), and their 

research on Airbnb. While theory testing articles are anchored on existing theories, they may also in 

part extend theory by identifying new constructs and applications for theories (e.g. Kapoor and Vij, 

2018).   

 



 
 

 

Second, exploratory articles seek to explore a particular phenomenon, but, in general, do not aim to 

theorize or suggest further theoretical avenues for inquiry (e.g., Stebbins 2001). Most of the 

exploratory articles on digital transaction platforms in marketing journals focus on describing the 

implications of digital transaction platforms on the marketing discipline or one of its sub-disciplines, 

but rather than seeking to test or build new theory, they only acknowledge these implications and the 

emerging research opportunities. Examples include Sriram et al. (2015) who provide an overview of 

digital transaction platform related research opportunities, Cho, Fu and Wu (2017) who acknowledge 

the interest towards digital transaction platforms and network-based business models in marketing 

journals, and Crittenden, Crittenden and Crittenden (2017) who describe digital transaction platform 

led industry disruption. In addition, the papers using mathematical modeling, Hossain and Morgan 

(2013), Jiang, Jerath and Kannan (2011), and Wu, Zhang, and Padmanabhan (2018), fall into the 

exploratory category, as although providing mathematical evidence about a particular theoretical 

problem such as firm-strategies, matchmaking, and market tipping, they generally fall short in 

theorizing and suggesting new theoretical avenues.  

 

Thirdly, theory building articles seek to contribute to research by introducing original theoretical 

concepts, constructs or relationships (e.g., Colquitt and Zapata-Phelan 2007). Most of the theory 

building articles develop novel theoretical frameworks to understand the implications of digital 

transaction platforms. Examples include Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2018, 19) who propose a novel 

framework of digitalized interactive platforms, that considers the changing nature of value creation 

from artifacts, persons, processes and interfaces as ‘means’ for creating value, rather than as ‘having 

value’, Perren and Kozinets (2018) who create a framework of ‘LEM’, categorizing these digital 

transaction platforms as forums, enablers, matchmakers and hubs, Kanuri, Mantrala and Thorson 

(2017) who draft a theory-driven model related to profit maximization in the media industry through 

the design of subscription ‘menus’ for both readers and advertisers, and Chakravarty, Kumar and 

Grewal (2014) by adapting the construct of customer understanding to a triadic platform setting. In 

addition, theory building articles often seek to theorize about the implications of digital transaction 

platforms on competition, customer behavior and strategy. For example, Datta, Knox and 

Bronnenberg (2018) conduct a study on the effects of online music streaming platforms on music 

consumption and discovery, Saarijärvi, Joensuu, Rintamäki and Yrjölä (2018) identify distinct 

customer profiles of users on C2C platforms, and  Ritala, Golnam and Wegmann (2014) study the 

coopetition-based business model of Amazon.com.  

 

Summary 



 
 

 

 

Most studies on digital transaction platforms in marketing journals were found to share a definition 

for digital transaction platforms. Following the definition by Rochet and Tirole (2006), digital 

transaction platforms are described in most studies as two-sided markets that enable the interactions 

and exchanges between two or more sides of economic actors. In terms of the theoretical approach, 

especially concerning is the large amount of theory testing compared to theory building articles. 

When taking a closer look at the theory building articles, most of these studies focus on building 

theory regarding specific types of digital transaction platforms, rather than seeking to build theory to 

capture the phenomena at large. One example of such studies is Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2018) who 

create their own definition for digital transaction platforms and adopt their own terminology to 

describe the phenomena. On the other hand, there is also room for theory testing articles to anchor 

their theoretical contribution on more classical marketing theories. Theoretical domains such as 

customer orientation, customer value, and customer experience design have only received limited 

theoretical interest in a digital transaction platform context, although customer centricity and 

customer-centric strategies are arguably crucial aspects to consider with regard to digital transaction 

platforms and multi-sided markets. Finally, only a handful of exploratory studies were found. There 

is thus more room for exploratory studies that seek to describe the larger implications of digital 

transaction platforms on exchange relationships and incumbent marketing channels, in addition to 

more conceptual advances that seek to theorize rather than only describe the transformation taking 

place as a result of the platform revolution.  

 

Methodological dimensions 

 

Research Design 

 

A research design describes the empirical approach used by scholars. For example, de Vaus (2001, 

16) defines research design as the ’structure of an enquiry’. The articles were first analyzed based on 

their method of enquiry, in particular, whether they relied on qualitative or quantitative data, and then 

based on their specific research design. Of the empirical articles (n=46), 74% (n=34) follow 

quantitative methods while 20% (n=9) rely on qualitative methods. The remaining 6% (n=3) use 

mathematical modeling to draft their contribution.  

 

Five distinct quantitative research designs were identified: longitudinal (n=19), surveys (n=11), case 

study (1), and experiments (n=3). As digital transaction platforms enable the generation and analysis 



 
 

 

of large, novel datasets (Sriram et al. 2015), the majority of the quantitative articles rely on 

longitudinal and cross-sectional data, for example, gathered from a specific digital transaction 

platform or industry, often from a particular time period. Examples of longitudinal (or, in some cases, 

cross-sectional) studies include Caldieraro et al. (2015) who analyze 26,314 loan applications 

gathered from Lending Club archives, Park et al. (2018) who analyze log data of 4,645 individual 

gamers on a multiplayer online role-playing game, Li, Li and Wang (2018) who study 605 merchants 

over a two week period registered in a large B2B platform in China, and Landsman and Stremerch 

(2011) who analyze sales data of 12 home video game consoles from between 1995 and 2008. In 

terms of measuring the more large-scale implications of digital transaction platforms on music 

consumption, Datta, Knox and Bronnenberg (2018) study longitudinal panel data of individual users 

listening histories from multiple digital music streaming platforms to understand how the use of 

streaming platforms, such as Spotify, alter music consumption and discovery habits. As a result of the 

reliance on large datasets, surveys, for example, are only used in 11 articles. On the other hand, as 

examples of studies that use longitudinal or cross-sectional data to focus on single firm or industry, 

Chakravarty, Kumar and Grewal (2014) conduct interviews with decision-makers of platform firms, 

which are then analyzed using statistical methods and Lee et al. (2018) use time-series data with 18 

million buyers and sellers to conduct a quasi-experiment.  

 

Qualitative approaches were applied through three distinct research designs: case studies (n=4), 

interviews (n=2) and ethnography (n=3). From the case studies, Kabakova, Plaksenkov, and 

Korovkin (2016), Muzellec, Ronteau and Lambkin (2015) and Perks et al. (2018) use a multiple case 

study design in their research, while Ritala, Golnam, and Wegmann (2014) rely on a single case study. 

Field-level interviews formed the primary empirical data of two articles. Gao et al. (2016) conduct 

interviews with New Zealand SME’s using a shopping platform to enter the Chinese market, in 

addition to conducting interviews with the platform’s managers, while Thaichon and Quach (2016) 

conduct interviews with both buyers and sellers of counterfeit products on digital transaction 

platforms. In addition, varieties of the ethnographic method were used by Guyader, (2018), Perren 

and Kozinets (2018) and Seraj (2012). Guyader (2018) conducted participant observation and 

interviews with users of the Blablacar ridesharing platform, Perren and Kozinets (2018) adopted a 

‘market-oriented ethnography’ approach by participating in 193 different ‘LEM’ over 6 years, while 

Seraj et al. (2012) adopted netnography to understand the main characteristics of online communities.  

 

In addition to research using quantitative or qualitative methods, mathematical modeling was also 

used to study digital transaction platforms in 3 articles. Jiang, Jerath and Srinivasan (2011) provide a 



 
 

 

model of the strategies of platform owners to respond to the actions of sellers, Wu, Zhang and 

Padmanabhan (2018) model the pricing of matchmaking services and their network effects, while 

Hossain and Morgan (2013) model the more general performance and competitive implications of 

digital transaction platforms.  

 

Summary 

 

The review shows that marketing scholars increasingly rely on large, longitudinal and cross-sectional 

data-sets, as their primary empirical data. Despite the new opportunities provided by these large-data 

sets, the review was skewed towards longitudinal and cross-sectional data sources, compared to, more 

contemporary, marketing research designs, such as surveys, case studies, and interviews. The review 

also identified a skewed relationship between the use of quantitative versus qualitative methods. The 

use of qualitative methods (e.g., ethnographic, historical, interpretive) combined with the large, real-

time, cross-sectional quantitative data sources available from digital transaction platforms, would 

enable scholars to triangulate and cross-validate findings related to digital transaction platforms, and 

understand, in more detail, the implications of different types of digital transaction platforms on, for 

example, incumbent marketing and sales channels. Although qualitative designs are rarely used to 

study digital transaction platforms, the few studies that do use such designs, such as, Muzellec, 

Ronteau, and Lambkin (2015), promise interesting results that help understand the impacts and the 

evolution of digital transaction platforms and platform-based business models. This type of 

understanding is important in order to generate more theoretical insight. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Digital transaction platforms have gained increasing attention from marketing scholars over the past 

few years, and the number of articles published on the topic has grown considerably. This study 

reviewed and synthesized the current state of research on digital transaction platforms through a 

systematic review of 51 articles published in 21 marketing journals according to broad thematic, 

theoretical and methodological dimensions. 

 

At the end of each of sub-section of the paper, the analysis was summarized and more specific issues 

in need of further research were presented. Many of these suggestions involved the need to broaden 

the empirical knowledge base and make more ambitious theoretical contributions to extend 

theoretical understanding of digital transaction platforms. This is important as the studies on digital 



 
 

 

transaction platforms in marketing journals were found to share many different definitions for digital 

transaction platforms, use primarily quantitative methodologies and focus on a combination of B2C, 

C2C or B2B platforms with manifold divergent, and often incompatible, concepts and terminologies. 

Moreover, the majority of the reviewed studies only sought to test rather than build new theory. It 

would be useful for marketing scholars to thus build more reliable empirical generalizations of digital 

transaction platform in order to generate more theoretical insights about the phenomena at large. This 

would help integrate the currently fragmented research on digital transaction platforms in marketing 

journals.  

  

I conclude with some suggestions to broaden the conceptual scope of research on digital transaction 

platforms in the marketing discipline. First, in this review, digital transaction platforms were defined 

as platforms that intermediate transactions amongst firms and or individuals that may not be able to 

transact otherwise (McIntyre and Srinivasan, 2017). However, despite some commonalities in the 

definition of a digital transaction platform across the reviewed studies, the current research has 

adopted distinct concepts, definitions and terminologies depending on whether the platform 

intermediates transactions between end-customers (C2C), firms (B2B) or a combination of them 

(B2C). While digital transaction platforms may start out as exclusively C2C, B2B or B2C oriented, 

they often intermediate a combination of these exchanges (e.g. Alibaba Taobao Marketplace, C2C; 

Alibaba.com, B2B; and Alibaba Tmall, B2C) and therefore such strict separations or definitions 

should not be used in a discipline as broad as marketing. Moving away from defining these platforms 

only through the type of transactions mediated to exploring the more in-depth mechanisms of 

platform-based businesses, would help generate more rigorous empirical insight regarding digital 

transaction platforms. 

 

Second, most of the research has so far focused on the performance implications of digital transaction 

platforms for the focal firm or industry. Little, if any, attention has been devoted to understanding 

how and why digital transaction platforms are used, and what benefits, if any, they deliver to the 

distinct actors using the platform, such as the retailer, supplier, and end-customer. Hänninen, 

Mitronen, and Kwan (2019), for example, argue that through the emergence of the platform 

revolution the customer experience in the retail and consumer services sectors has become centered 

on convenience, customization, engagement, price, selection and speed. On the other hand, Kahn et 

al. (2018) argue that for both retailers and supplier’s, macro trends such as the emergence of large 

digital transaction platforms, omnichannel shopping, technological change, the era of big data, 

increased number of digitally native end-customers, and vertical integration are creating significant 



 
 

 

disruption and altering the competitive landscape, particularly due to the popularity of digital 

transaction platforms. From these trends vertical integration is especially critical, as through digital 

transaction platforms end-customers and suppliers can now bypass the retailer and the incumbent 

interaction patterns in the value-chain, for example, by delivering products directly from the factory 

to the end-customer. However, much of this discussion on the macro, rather than the micro level 

implications of the platform revolution, are largely missing from the reviewed studies on digital 

transaction platforms in marketing journals. Furthermore, as the interactions between retailers, 

suppliers, and end-customers on digital transaction platforms take place through increasingly 

complex and entangled platform ecosystems, in which the platform extends to a host of 

supplementary services and networks, there is a need for scholars to also understand the distinct 

characteristics of such ecosystems, including their evolution and growth. More research on the 

processes and mechanisms through which different types of digital transaction platforms impact 

marketing and retail activities for retailers, suppliers, and end-customers is therefore called for.  

 

Finally, the empirical world around us keeps on generating new, large longitudinal and cross-

sectional data sets. As digital transaction platforms continue to be largely unexplored in marketing 

journals, by tapping into these novel and rich data sources there is potential to produce, ‘more 

managerially relevant research’ which does not only focus on ’merely advancing sophisticated 

research methods’ (Kumar 2017, 1). For example, through collaboration with industry and 

practitioners marketing scholars could gain access to unique, large data-sets, and also better grasp the 

wider societal implications of digital transaction platforms and multi-sided markets. Through this 

collaboration, scholars can seek to add value to the existing knowledge base, rather than focusing on 

thematic issues that are irrelevant or self-explanatory, and thus do not extend theory nor practice. In 

addition, multi-disciplinary research projects, increasingly promoted by universities and 

governmental funding agencies worldwide, may also offer marketing scholars the ability to undertake 

more rigorous theory building regarding digital transaction platforms. By being a part of multi-

disciplinary research projects, it is possible for marketing scholars to stay on top of digital 

developments and potentially enable marketing scholars to become frontrunners in understanding the 

ongoing digital transformation and the implications of further technological developments on the 

discipline. 

 

With this literature review, the existing marketing research on digital transaction platforms is 

summarized. This review will hopefully be helpful for fellow marketing scholars to identify gaps in 

the literature and better understand the nature of digital transaction platforms. A couple of things, 



 
 

 

however, need to be considered regarding the generalizability of this review. First, as the findings 

emerged from a review of studies published in a subset of marketing journals, the findings cannot be 

fully generalized to the wider marketing literature, including, for example, conference publications 

and non-published, work-in-progress manuscripts. In addition, while the purpose of this review to 

capture the state of research on digital transaction platforms specifically in marketing journals, 

marketing scholars may also publish their research in, for example, journals belonging to the broad 

business and hospitality disciplines. Second, although the present study provides invaluable insights 

about the state of digital transaction platform research in marketing journals, there are still a number 

of avenues for further empirical and conceptual studies on digital transaction platforms, that will 

hopefully build upon the analysis presented in this review. Future studies may find it useful to focus 

on a larger number of studies and articles, also in the sister disciplines to marketing, such as strategic 

management, and use, for example, quantitative methods such as meta-analysis, to further analyze 

and quantify some of the findings presented in the articles. Rather than focusing specifically on digital 

transaction platforms and research that seeks to contribute to our understanding of these novel 

business models, future studies may use keywords, such as ‘marketplace’, ‘exchange’, ‘trading’, 

‘buying and selling’, to consider how recent studies with these keywords empirically and theoretically 

consider digital transaction platforms and the platform revolution.  
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